
ROSS' GULL NEAR 
SASKATCHEWAN 

SASKATOON 

JIM WEDGWOOD, 610 Leslie Avenue, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. S7H 2Z2 

My birding highlight in 1989 was on 24 
October when a Pileated Woodpecker, a 

Clark's Grebe and a Ross' Gull, all Sas¬ 
katoon area rarities, were seen. Always- 
hoped-for conditions prevailed each 
time: light from behind the observer, bird 
sufficiently close for good viewing and 
staying long enough for adequate study. 
Need to assure myself of the gull's identity 
was fillip for further inquiry on it. 

About 7:30, shortly after sunrise under 
broken overcast, I was scanning the val¬ 
ley from a 5-m high bank on the east side 
of the South Saskatchewan River some 18 
km south of Saskatoon. Immediately 
catching my eye was a small pink gull 
associated with a few Ring-billed Gulls 
milling over a stretch of channels, back¬ 
waters and sandbars. 

The visitor was studied for 15 minutes 
(20x scope, 7.5x binoculars). Ranging 
from 100 to 300 m distant, it flew back 
and forth over a 200 m stretch of the river. 
Continuously in flight, the gull wheeled, 
banked, towered and swooped, oc¬ 
casionally hovering with tail spread. 
Seemingly scanning the water, at times it 
appeared to feed from the surface. These 
manoeuvers yielded excellent views of 
the bird. 

Following initial observation of the 
visitor, a field guide was scrutinized, 
turned first to Ross' Gull, then leafed 
through for other possible gull can¬ 

didates.12 Ross' it seemed to be, but there 
were several differences between bird 
seen and bird illustrated. Basic field 
marks and variances were rechecked and 
noted, and the unusual underwing pat¬ 
tern was sketched —- after the pink body, 
it was the most prominent feature. Char¬ 

acteristics of winter-plumaged Franklin! 
Bonaparte's and Sabine's gulls — ev, 
Red-legged Kittiwake — were looked f 
especially the light bill, head and win; 
but these species were dismissed as pc 
sibilities. Because of changing light cc 
ditions, nearby Ring-billeds wel 
compared to ensure the pink color wj 
not sun-glow. But I left, puzzled by 
obvious Ross' Gull with features differ!' 
from or not covered by the guide. 

Observation Details 
The bird was a small white-head 

white-tailed gull with salmon-pink bo 
and pink underwing. Decidedly smal 
than a Ring-billed Gull, in size and flig 
it was reminiscent of Bonaparte's Gull 
which many were still in the district), 
was light, no rings, spots or two-ton| 
(specifically rechecked), proportionat 
shorter than Ring-biIled's. The head w] 
white, with no trace of cap, no graying 
streaki ng on pate, no ear patch or trace 
neck ring, no pink wash, with dark e 
Breast was deep salmon-pink (a mu 
stronger color than a mere wash; consi| 
erably deeper and more extensive th 
on spring Franklin's Gulls). Flanks w< 
light grayed-pink, under parts pink, pla 
with no streaks, bars or banding. Uppcj 
parts were light blue-grey, plain. The t 
was white, with no pink wash, no strea 
bars or banding, its end rounded, 
perwings were light blue-grey over m 
of surface. Trailing edge of the wing w 
white from root to beyond the car 
joint; the white was wide, prominei] 
Outer forewing showed black from 
almost to carpal joint; the line of derm 
cation between black area and light blu 
grey area was straight, at a highly aci 
angle with axis of wing The black pat 
was shaped like that on a Sabine's Gi 
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- a long, narrow triangle with its tip at 
he wrist and extending to the wingtip — 
nough taking up less of the outer wing 
lan on that bird); two small unequal¬ 
ized "mirrors" occurred near the tip of 
lack primaries. Underwings were pink, 
xcept for the white trailing edge and 
lack outer forewing patch; pink on axil- 
tries was almost as deep as on breast, 
ink beyond axillaries was lighter and 
ayed. 

iscussion 
Identification was incomplete because 
)cket guides inherently have space only 
r normal field marks. The gu ide with me 
at day showed only two of the five Ross' 
all plumages — the wrong two.12 Later 
course to references, including a spe- 
tlized work on gulls, provided needed 
formation on plumage details, ranges in 

aracteristics and seldom-encountered 
nations.7 

formally in autumn, Ross'Gull under- 
es a complete moult out of the first 
nmer plumage. Moulting commences 
th inner primary feathers and ter- 
nates with the outer ones, all other 
thers being replaced between these 
a events.7 The Saskatoon bird's field 
rks appeared to fit this pattern of a 
5s' Gull moulting into adult winter 
mage.8 The absence of dark tips on the 
er primaries implied moulting had 
ted, winter adults not having such tips, 
ntinued presence of black outer 
naries indicated moulting was incom- 
te — they formed the prominent dark 
ch on the outer forewing, feathers yet 
be replaced by their light winter 
nterparts.8 Similarly, only the outer 

. of the dark broad "W" on the upper 
i g of first summer birds was present, 

; inner legs (carpal bars) of the W being 
„ ant, their constituent feathers having 

j -ilted (or faded).7 Apparently the moult 
i ead feathers was also incomplete: the 

: k neck ring characteristic of a first 
mer but not an adult winter bird was 
seen; yet, the dark patch, which 

adults show behind the eye in winter, was 
still to appear. 

Present on the tail were neither the 
slight extensions of the two central 
feathers on Ross' in all plumages, nor the 
dark terminal band of the pristine first 
summer plumage. These protrusions are 
sometimes broken off or worn to points, 
and the black band can be faded or worn.7 
Thus, moulting of tail feathers appeared 
not to have started, and the condition 
seen was due to wear and fading. Heavy 
feather wear was thought to have trans¬ 
formed the tail from a wedge to the 
rounded shape observed, although this 
was not confirmed in the literature then 
at hand. 

Of eight guides and references, only in 
Grant was it noted that a pinkish color 
may be present on the underwing of some 
birds.7 According to him, the pink on this 
and certain other gulls is reported to be a 
colorant in the preening oil. The color 
intensity, which is highly variable, is 
thought to depend on species, age, con¬ 
dition, season and diet. Pink tones show 
better on nearby birds and under overcast 
— the circumstances with the Saskatoon 
bird. The pink seen on the breast was 
much deeper than shown in three field 
guides (Farrand, Peterson and Scott), but 
was of about the same intensity as Rob¬ 
bins depicts (assuming consistency of 
color in runs and editions).411 1312 

Thus, observed field marks appeared to 
reconcile with known characteristics of 
Ross' Gull — aside from the tail and ex¬ 

cepting just the bill (without exception all 
the references give its color as black). Do, 

in fact, some first-summer birds followthe 
deduced moult and wear sequence, and 
in October exhibit the field marks ob¬ 
served? Available references do not ad¬ 
dress all aspects of plumage transitions, 
and the question was referred to the Na¬ 
tional Museum. In reply, Henri Ouellet, 
Curator of Ornithology, while noting 
points in question, concluded that there 
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is a very high probability the bird is a Ross' 
Gull. His points were: pattern of black on 

wings (question likely due to a fault in my 
description, si nee corrected), color of legs 
(which I had not given), color of back, 

color of bill and shape of tail (pers. corn). 

A back color of light blue-gray, as ob¬ 
served, is not agreed by all authorities: 
soft blue-gray (Cramp), gray (Godfrey), 
pale gray (Grant) and pearl-gray (Har¬ 
rison).3 6 7 8 At this remove, clarification is 
impossible. Color of the bill remains an 
enigma. 

Tail shape is crucial. In eight guides and 
references a wedge shape is noted as a 
diagnostic field mark for Ross' Gull. As 
remarked, no confirmation had been 
found for an assumption that feather wear 
sometimes results in a rounded end, that 
is, until the August, 1989, issue of Birding 
arrived in January, 1990. It had a 
photograph of an adult winter-plumaged 
(February) Ross' Gull in flight at close 
range.10 And the much worn tail was 
rounded. A second photo, a flying adult 
taken close up (September), displayed 
less tail wear, yet enough to round off the 
mid-part of the tail.9 These photos 
resolved the remaining critical point in an 
interesting identification poser. The "pink 
gull" was an aberrant in more ways than 
one: out of range, partly moulted, atypical 
bill color, tail uncommonly rounded and 
a deeper and more extensive pink colora¬ 
tion than usual. 

ranges are in the high north, this til 
Arctic species is seen but rarely in 
temperate zone.7 

Ross' Gull is on the rare and 
dangered species list for Cana<J 
Godfrey did not record it for 5 
katchewan,6 and neither the sj 
katchewan Museum of Natural Histl 
(P.C. James, pers. corr.), nor the II 
katchewan Bird Atlas (A.R. Sm : 
Canadian Wildlife Service, pers. cony 
has any report of it. A hypothetical e] 
on the Saskatoon Area bird checklist" 
record of mine, also of a fall visitor 
1986, a bird which flew low overh) 
and was seen for only a few seconds.51 
1989 sighting was a much superior) 
and a more challenging — observatio 
a Ross' Gull, the first one written up 
the province. 
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! FORMATION REQUEST SAPSUCKER vs HUMMINGBIRD 

pchard Miller, author of an article on sapsucker - hummingbird relationships 
LLER, R.S. and R.W. NERO. 1983. Hummingbird - sapsucker associations in 
them climates. Can. ). Zool. 61:1540-1546.], is seeking information relative to 
se two species for further analysis. He is looking for long-term migration data, 
[cifically spring arrival dates and fall departure dates for both sexes of Ruby-throated 
nmingbirds and Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers. Send information you may have to : 

Richard S. Miller 
35 Linsley Road 
North Branford, Connecticut, U.S.A. 
06471 

-throated Hummingbird feeding at sapsucker drills 
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